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Purpose:

Surgical training methods are evolving with the technological advancements, including the
application of virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality. However, 28 to 40% of novice residents are
not confident in performing a major surgical procedure. VR surgery, an immersive VR (iVR) experience,
was developed using Oculus Rift and Leap Motion devices (Leap Motion, Inc, San Francisco, CA) to address
this challenge. Our iVR is a multisensory, holistic surgical training application that demonstrates a maxillofacial surgical technique, the Le Fort I osteotomy. The main objective of the present study was to evaluate
the effect of using VR surgery on the self-confidence and knowledge of surgical residents.

Materials and Methods:

A multisite, single-blind, parallel, randomized controlled trial (RCT) was performed. The participants were novice surgical residents with limited experience in performing the Le Fort
I osteotomy. The primary outcome measures were the self-assessment scores of trainee confidence using a
Likert scale and an objective assessment of the cognitive skills. Ninety-five residents from 7 dental schools
were included in the RCT. The participants were randomly divided into a study group of 51 residents and a
control group of 44. Participants in the study group used the VR surgery application on an Oculus Rift with
Leap Motion device. The control group participants used similar content in a standard PowerPoint presentation on a laptop. Repeated measures multivariate analysis of variance was applied to the data to assess the
overall effect of the intervention on the confidence of the residents.

Results:

The study group participants showed significantly greater perceived self-confidence levels
compared with those in the control group (P = .034; a = 0.05). Novices in the first year of their training
showed the greatest improvement in their confidence compared with those in their second and third year.

Conclusions: iVR experiences improve the knowledge and self-confidence of the surgical residents.
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Self-confidence is considered one of the most influential motivators and regulators of behavior and predicts the successful performance in people’s
everyday lives.1,2 The self-confidence of surgeons
also influences their performance, professional satisfaction, and success in the future.3 In a study assessing the errors committed by junior doctors,4 the
largest cause found for both minor and major errors
was ‘‘feeling overwhelmed.’’ Despite the recent advances in surgical training methods,5 28 to 40% of
all novice residents have reported not being confident in performing a major procedure.6,7 The lack
of confidence in novices can lead to unintended
mishaps during surgery.
A recent systematic review by Elfenbein8 highlighted
the reduced confidence among surgical residents
and explained the need for better objective assessments of this attribute. A validated scale for measuring
the self-confidence of residents reported that a
trainee’s confidence in managing a critical surgical
situation increases with more exposure to relevant
scenarios.6,9 This practical learning experience
with reflection on one’s performance is also vital for
continuing professional development.10,11
However, the reduction in working hours,
increased focus on completing more surgical procedures, and inadequate supervision have compromised training.12 Furthermore, the lack of
expertise of the surgical residents at the early stages
of their training leads to errors in the operating
room, which compromises patient care.4,13 In oral
and maxillofacial surgery (OMS), educational and
assessment tools to improve the confidence of the
surgical residents are lacking. Furthermore,
questions have been raised debating whether the
current training is sufficient.14 A recent review of
the European working time directive showed that
the reduction in training hours has had a negative
effect on some specialties, including OMS, more
than on others.15
A novice surgical resident usually acquires the
fundamental knowledge of surgery, anatomy, and instruments before operating on patients. After
achieving a basic competence in the fundamental
skills, the residents must overlearn until they develop
complementary skills and perform without fear.16
However, in overcrowded operating rooms, the residents might not obtain the necessary uninterrupted
view of the surgical field and thereby would miss
essential elements of a surgical procedure. Therefore,
a need exists to reform the current surgical training
using novel learning tools. Commercially available immersive technologies, including virtual reality (VR)
and augmented reality, might provide an answer for
these challenges.17

IMMERSIVE VR FOR SURGICAL TRAINING
VR SURGERY

VR surgery is a holistic learning application, which
provides uninterrupted close-up surgical training
experience.18 We used an Oculus Rift development
kit (DK2) virtual reality headset and a Leap Motion
controller (Leap Motion, Inc, San Francisco, CA) to
demonstrate the Le Fort I maxillary osteotomy. This
corrective jaw surgery is a complex procedure, which
lacks adequate training tools. Furthermore, the constrained surgical field, which is often covered by the
surgeon’s hands, makes it difficult for the residents to
fully observe and master this procedure. To address
these challenges, nontechnical skills, including factual
knowledge, cognition, and decision making, were
highlighted through an enhanced visual experience.
The 3 essential elements of VR surgery are a 360 experience of the operating room, close-up stereoscopic
visualization of the procedure, and 3-dimensional
(3D) interaction. The 360 video creates a sense of
presence19 in the operating room when watched
using an Oculus Rift headset (Fig 1). A computergenerated model of the operating room allows the residents to navigate and interact with 3D models of the
patient’s data, instruments, and anatomy (Fig 2). The
cone beam computed tomography scans of the patient,
soft tissue planning data, and a surface scan were used
in the application. A quiz scene was added to provide
real-time feedback to the users. Although the content
in this application was limited to the Le Fort I osteotomy, the design and functionality are scalable to other
surgical procedures. VR surgery was evaluated in 2
stages, because it is the first immersive VR (iVR) experience for residents in OMS. In the first phase, expert
oral and maxillofacial surgeons tested the iVR for face
and content validity. The present report discusses the
second stage, which evaluated the effect of VR surgery
on the residents’ knowledge and confidence using a
randomized controlled trial (RCT). The aim of the present study was to test the effect of VR surgery on the
perceived self-confidence of the residents.

Materials and Methods
DESIGN OF RCT

We evaluated the efficacy of VR surgery in training
novices using a multicenter parallel, single-blind
RCT. The null hypothesis of the present study was
that no difference would result in the perceived selfconfidence after intervention between the study and
control groups. The alternative hypothesis was that
the self-confidence levels of the study group would
be different from that of the control group after the
intervention.
The researchers read the Declaration of Helsinki on
medical protocol. The purpose of the intervention was
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FIGURE 1. Views showing 360 visualization of the operating room in virtual reality surgery.
Pulijala et al. Immersive VR for Surgical Training. J Oral Maxillofac Surg 2018.

to examine the effect on surgical residents only. No patients were involved. The ethics committee of the University of Huddersfield review board approved the
present study. All the participants provided written
informed consent and participated in the study
voluntarily.
OUTCOMES MEASURES

The primary outcomes measure was the
comparative evaluation scores of the perceived
self-confidence levels before and after the intervention, measured using a 5-point Likert scale. The secondary outcomes were the changes in knowledge
levels and the effect of the stage of training on the
perceived self-confidence scores.
PARTICIPANT RECRUITMENT

Power calculation using G*Power Analysis20 for
multivariate analysis of variance (ANOVA) revealed
the requirement for a sample size of 72 participants
for a power of 95 and a value of 0.05. We contacted
the head of the OMS departments of 10 dental schools
in India and invited their residents to participate in the
study. Seven schools responded. After obtaining the

necessary permissions, 95 residents were included in
the present study. We increased the number of participants to prevent the loss of data through attrition. The
study was limited to residents in the full-time master’s
course of OMS, with limited experience in performing
Le Fort I osteotomy. The exclusion criteria were parttime residents who were in their internship, residents
with extensive experience in performing the Le Fort I
procedure, and participants who could not complete
the study.
RANDOMIZATION AND BLINDING

A simple parallel randomization approach was followed in assigning the participants using a randomly
generated number series on GraphPad Prism 7 software (GraphPad, San Diego, CA).21 This, however, resulted in unequal sample size numbers by the end of
the study (Fig 3).
STUDY DESIGN

Three questionnaires were designed for the present
study. Demographic and preintervention questionnaires were used to provide the baseline data, and
the results of the postintervention questionnaire
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FIGURE 2. Interaction with 3-dimensional models of the maxillofacial anatomy.
Pulijala et al. Immersive VR for Surgical Training. J Oral Maxillofac Surg 2018.

show the effect of the intervention. Based on previous
research on the perceived self-competence by
Bandura,1 a self-confidence scale for the surgical residents in OMS was developed. A questionnaire was designed to accommodate the various elements of
confidence needed for a trainee in OMS. A 5-point Likert scale, with 1 indicating the least confident to 5,
indicating the most confident, was used to measure
this attribute. We queried how the residents perceived
their proficiency in the surgical anatomy of the
maxilla, instruments used in maxillary osteotomy,
and sequence of surgical steps. To counter any inappropriate self-assessment of their confidence,22 questions testing the knowledge of these aspects were
included. To assess the level of situational awareness
and decision making, we included 3 questions
regarding how the residents would respond to unexpected complications in the operating room and find
their weaknesses. To compare the effects of the intervention, we asked these questions before and after the
intervention.
Furthermore, we included questions about their
learning experience in the operating room and alternative methods of training, including surgical simulators
and VR applications. The residents were also able to
provide comments on the intervention and give feedback about the best and worst features of the
application.
INTERVENTION

The participants required 45 minutes to undergo
the intervention. Two supervisors observed the protocol throughout the study period. The study group used
VR surgery on an Oculus Rift with Leap Motion
tracker, and the control group used a standard power

point presentation, which had similar content. For the
participants in the study group, the lead researcher
demonstrated how to use the system. The residents
were asked to interact with the anatomy, data, and instruments routinely used in the surgery through the
iVR experience. The participants were asked to watch
all the videos clips, including those demonstrating the
bone cuts, mobilization of the maxilla, and final
fixation of the osteotomy segment. For the control
group, stereoscopic 3D videos were replaced by
2-dimensional (2D) videos and 2D images of head
and neck anatomy were provided. The 360 videos
of operating room were shown on a desktop version
of a 360 video viewer, with which the trainee could
scroll across the scene with the mouse to watch the
operating room ambience.

Results
Among all the participants, 4 residents from control
group withdrew from the study after answering the
preintervention questionnaire to attend emergency
cases in the hospital. The responses of these 4 participants were excluded from the analysis. Of the remaining 91 participants, 48 were male residents (50.5%)
and 43 were female residents (45.3%), with a mean
age of 27.14 years. A Kolmogorov-Smirnov test of
normality was applied to the data (P > .05). A visual inspection of the corresponding normality Q-Q plots
and histograms showed that the participants’ responses followed the normal distribution curve for
both the control and the study groups. To ensure
that the participants in both groups had a similar level
of confidence and knowledge before the intervention,
an independent samples t test was performed, which
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Enrollment

Assessed for eligibility
(n=95)
Excluded (n=0)
Randomised (n=95)

Allocation
Allocated to control (n=44)

Allocated to intervention (n=51)

Received allocated intervention
(n=44)

Received allocated intervention
(n=51)

Follow-up
Discontinued intervention (n=4)
Four participants got emergency cases to perform, so they
left the study incomplete

Discontinued intervention (n=0)

Analysis
Analysed (n=40)
Excluded from analysis (n=0)

Analysed (n=51)
Excluded from analysis (n=0)

FIGURE 3. Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials flow diagram for the present randomized control trial.
Pulijala et al. Immersive VR for Surgical Training. J Oral Maxillofac Surg 2018.

showed no significant differences between the 2
groups (t = 0.421; df = 93; P = .674).
Repeated measures multivariate ANOVA was
applied to the data for the comparative assessment between the overall effect of receiving the VR surgery
intervention versus receiving the conventional
demonstration on the residents. Although several t
tests could have been used to compare the responses
of the participants in each group, such would have led
to many separate t tests and increased the risk of a type
1 error.23 The pre- and postintervention question pairs
and intervention groups (study or control) were the
within-subject factors. The stage of training was the
between-subject factor (Table 1).
Homogeneity of variance assumption using an ANOVA was not violated, as Levene’s test showed no statistically significant results. The results showed a
significant increase in self-confidence levels [f
(1,85) = 65.71; P = .000] in both the groups after the
intervention. The Wilks lambda multivariate test of

the control group showed a statistically significant
improvement (P = .002) with a small effect size of
0.234 and an observed power of 0.906. In contrast,
the participants in the study group showed a statistically significant increase in their confidence
(P = .000) with a medium effect size of 0.642 and an
observed power of 1.000. Comparing the relative
improvement in the confidence levels, the participants in the study group showed significantly greater
self-confidence scores compared with those in the
control group (P = .034; Tables 1 and 2); therefore,
the null hypothesis was rejected.
The between-subject results showed a significant
effect that was dependent on the stage of training
[f (2, 85) = 7.57; P = .001; partial eta2 = 0.153;
Table 2] of the residents. The post hoc Bonferroni
test showed a significant difference between the
first-year and third-year residents (P = .001); however,
the difference between the second-year and third-year
residents was not statistically significant (P = .360).
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Table 1. BETWEEN-SUBJECT FACTORS

Variable
Group
1.00
2.00
Stage of study
1
2
3

Value Label

Subjects (n)

Control
Experimental

40
51

First-year PG
Second-year PG
Third-year PG

31
33
27

Abbreviation: PG, postgraduate.
Pulijala et al. Immersive VR for Surgical Training. J Oral Maxillofac Surg 2018.

The VR surgery intervention was found to increase the
confidence of early-stage surgical residents.
To assess the effect of the intervention on the
knowledge gained, a paired t test was performed of
each group. The test measured the changes in their
mean scores before and after the respective interventions. The paired t test results showed a significant increase in the scores for both the control (t = 2.327;
df = 43; P = .025) and the study (t = 2.331; df = 50;
P = .024) groups. The findings of a 2 (before vs after
the intervention)  2 (experimental vs control group)
ANOVA performed to compare the scores of the participants aligned with the nonsignificant improvement in
knowledge but a clear pattern of overall improvement.
The participants who used the VR surgery performed
better than did the control group. When the mean
scores of the different questions within the groups
were compared, the residents in the study group had
a greater mean score for the number of correct

answers than did the residents in the control group.
They also outperformed the control group for the
questions concerning the instruments and sequence
of surgical steps. To test the influence of the level of
training on the acquired knowledge, we performed a
cross-tabs analysis to explore the relationship between
the stage of training and the mean score for the correct
answers in each group. The results with the greatest
improvement were among the first-year surgical residents, followed by the second- and third-year residents
in the 2 groups. The difference was more prominent in
the study group.

Discussion
Previous studies3,6 have highlighted a positive
correlation between self-confidence and the performance of residents. However, most of the existing
studies in OMS did not address issues regarding the
self-confidence of the residents. Furthermore, the effect of novel educational interventions such as VR surgery on residents’ knowledge and confidence is less
known. Our study addressed these questions and our
results highlight the future work in surgical training.
At baseline, both the groups had similar scores for
self-confidence and knowledge before the intervention. After the intervention, although all the participants had improved their knowledge and
confidence, the study group participants outscored
the control group. The residents in the study group
also showed a significantly greater improvement in
their self-confidence after the intervention compared
with the participants who had used conventional
methods of training. Compared with the control
group, the participants in the study group had a

Table 2. MULTIVARIATE TEST* RESULTS

Effect
Pre–Post 
Pillai’s trace
Wilks’ lambda
Hotelling’s trace
Roy’s largest root
Pre–Post group 
Pillai’s trace
Wilks’ lambda
Hotelling’s trace
Roy’s largest root

Value

F

Hypothesis df

Error df

P Value

Partial Eta2

NC Parameter

Observed Powery

0.436
0.564
0.773
0.773

65.717z
65.717z
65.717z
65.717z

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

85.000
85.000
85.000
85.000

.000
.000
.000
.000

0.436
0.436
0.436
0.436

65.717
65.717
65.717
65.717

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

0.052
0.948
0.055
0.055

4.643z
4.643z
4.643z
4.643z

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

85.000
85.000
85.000
85.000

.034
.034
.034
.034

0.052
0.052
0.052
0.052

4.643
4.643
4.643
4.643

0.568
0.568
0.568
0.568

Abbreviations: NC, noncomparability; Pre–Post, before to after intervention.
* Design: intercept plus group plus stage of study plus group  stage of study; within-subject design: pair plus Pre–Post plus
Pair  Pre–Post.
y Computed using a = 0.05.
z Exact statistic.
Pulijala et al. Immersive VR for Surgical Training. J Oral Maxillofac Surg 2018.
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compromised learning time because they required
some time to become familiar with the technology.
Despite these differences, the study group
outperformed the control group. This confirms the
greater improvement in learning and more comprehensive transfer of knowledge when the residents
used the VR surgery application.
The residents credited the holistic experience of the
VR surgery for their gain in knowledge and confidence. As justified in previous works,9 it is logical to
assume that with an enhanced knowledge of surgery,
anatomy, and instruments, participants will be more
confident. Surgical residents greatly appreciated the
immersive 360 operating room ambience, 3D interactivity with anatomy and data, and close-up visualization of the surgery, among other features (Video 1).24
The novel multisensory learning experience might
have caused the residents in the study group to experience more confidence than their peers. We noted
that 96% of all the participants in the present study
had not previously used a virtual reality headset.
Hence, the participants who used VR surgery might
have experienced a novelty bias that resulted in
greater confidence.
In line with previous studies,6 the stage of training
did not have an overall influence on the self-reported
confidence levels. However, the post hoc studies revealed that the first-year residents reported significantly greater improvement in their confidence
levels compared with that of the second- and thirdyear residents. The residents in the first year of the
training had not observed as many procedures as had
the second- and third-year residents. This lack of experience in the operating room might have been the
reason the first-year residents showed the most significant improvement in their confidence compared with
the other residents.
Improvement in self-confidence is vital for novices in
their early stages of training to help them to react appropriately in stressful circumstances. However, a person’s
perceived self-confidence can also be subject to the
Dunning-Kruger effect, a condition in which the ignorant overestimate their ability and performance.25 To
prevent this, we included questions regarding factual
knowledge on different aspects of surgery, potential
complications, and decision-making skills. The overconfidence of residents should also be monitored and corrected under the supervision of expert surgeons.
Further research should involve a larger sample size
to identify the effect of the individual elements of iVR
experience on various aspects, including expertise,
gender, and the ability to interact. Moreover, because
the participants showed a tendency to report an
improved sense of confidence immediately after the
intervention, it is necessary to test the retention of
knowledge and determine whether the levels of self-

confidence are maintained for a longer period. Given
the differences in the length of OMS training worldwide, it is also desirable to consider a different study
population to identify which aspects of VR surgery
will be more beneficial for training.
The effect of the attributes acquired with the use of
iVR on performance in the operating room also requires investigation. It is not doubted that the application of haptic technology ‘‘force feedback’’ will be an
effective addition to iVR for surgical training. As
commercially available VR and augmented reality experiences are increasingly used for surgical training,26
a framework to build effective iVR solutions is needed.
We have attempted to address that challenge through a
3-step process of codevelopment, iteration, and evaluation among surgical residents. Currently, the headmounted VR devices are expensive and require
computers with high specifications for a satisfactory
VR experience. However, these computers are not
easily available at university teaching hospitals and
National Health Service institutions.27 To ensure the
global application of these emerging technologies,
they must be more affordable. Once the challenges
have been met, VR surgery will provide an alternative
method of learning that can reduce the time required
to train surgeons in the operating room.28
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